
When materials discernibly do some of the “work” of making art, 
as we see in Linda Geary’s recent paintings on paper, they may cause 
some of our unconsidered assumptions to surface.  

Do we secretly expect an artist’s work to demonstrate how much 
control she has over her tools and materials? Do we have a quotient of 
labor unwittingly in mind that might cause us to see loose, 
ambiguously composed pages such as Geary’s falling short of “art”? Or 
do we, on the contrary, wish to see art declare its freedom to flirt with 
meaninglessness and the arbitrary? Do we perhaps see it as a last 
refuge of the unpredictable in a world, and an art world, ruled by 
systems, habits and compulsions?  

Each sort of expectation implies not only an affinity for certain 
kinds of art but also for kinds of people, inchoate notions of good and 
bad company.  

So, surprisingly, the exposed quality of Geary’s works on paper 
lays bare a lot more than merely her relaxation about such qualities as 
finish, reference and expressiveness. Geary relies on the hard white of 
the paper she uses to reflect light back through the water-soluble inks 
she applies. And it is as if she has makes that reflected light penetrate 
through our eyes toward a submerged structure of inner — and 
probably unexamined — commitments that we bring to looking at art.  

We cannot see this happening. It registers in feeling or not at all. 
The images on Geary’s pages hint at it obliquely by occasional, slightly 
creepy intimations of visceral reference that offset their lyricism. The 
hint of penetrating forensic vision — of our own vision rebounding to 
us as unintended self-scrutiny — can disturb our inner poise, making 
us wonder how much our customary mental balance depends on lack 
of self-knowledge. 

This will probably come as an unwelcome recognition. But proper 
appreciation of Geary’s work requires getting past its apparent 
prettiness. For all their bright colors and quirks of form, Geary’s works 
on paper have melancholy as their pervasive emotional note, rather 
than levity or whimsy or even curiosity. 

A startling thought pulses from the colors and brilliant stain-
backs — faintly reminiscent of psychedelic art — in a piece such as 
“Violet Camouflage”: the thought of tears as the source of the water in 
which the pigments disperse.  

Geary does nothing overt to encourage this reading. It simply 
emerges from process, palette and form, from some level of 
spontaneity beneath conscious control. Had she aimed to communicate 
such a reading, no doubt sentimentality would have resulted instead. 

Geary acknowledges that her recent works on paper represent a 
pause occasioned partly by quandaries about how to move her 
paintings on canvas forward. She has even spoken of the paper pieces 



as studies, but to their credit they have thus far resisted translation to 
canvas and more opaque media.  

Yet Geary’s ink-on-paper pieces do bring to mind landmark 
American paintings on canvas and paper: the stain paintings of Helen 
Frankenthaler, the poured abstractions of Morris Louis (1912-1962), 
some of the early watercolors of Georgia O’Keeffe (1887-1986).  

Again, Geary does not appear to reach for these associations. 
They emerge with seeming inevitability from the character of the work. 
And both the emotional key and aesthetic profile of her work differ 
from the triumphal notes struck in those antecedents from “the 
American Century.” In the work of the young O’Keeffe, ambiguities of 
form and content pertained to American art’s worthiness to succeed 
European tradition. Formal issues concerning the possibility and depth 
of meaning without reference lent energy to the efforts and the 
reception of Frankenthaler’s and Louis’s work.  

But interpretation and time have settled those issues, depriving 
Geary (and any artist working similarly today) of their inflationary 
influence. At most she can hope that her own responsiveness to the 
present moment and her materials’ responsiveness to her activity will 
yield a truthful account of the work’s historical position: ‘post’ the sort 
of defining issues and evocative formal associations that older artists 
could draw upon, yet alive to the mindfulness of living in history, an 
awareness characterized by not knowing. Not knowing what to do 
next, not knowing what to expect, not knowing what past to lay claim 
to, not knowing — for reasons both personal and global — how much 
time remains. 

In fact, some of Geary’s pieces began as very loose reports of 
plant forms, others as ciphers in an alphabet. A few still retain a faint 
reminiscence of the decorated initials in Medieval manuscripts. But the 
ambiguity of her forms concerns not the old contest of figuration and 
abstraction, in which nothing is at stake any longer, but relaxation of 
one’s imagination — willingness not to decide on a reading — as a 
discipline necessary to living with open eyes at this historical moment.  

Certainty, belief beyond reason and challenge, has again turned 
lethal on a global scale. We see it writ large in militarism, nationalism 
and various strains of fundamentalism. And we find it expressed 
everywhere, close-up, in the refusal — possibly even our own at times 
— to acknowledge the ambiguity inherent in vision itself and its 
promise for the free play of the mind. Geary’s works on paper offers 
themselves as banners in that intimate campaign for tolerance and an 
open future. 
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